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‘It’s blown us away’: how high school soccer team’s
equal pay push caught ﬁre
Burlington players took oﬀ their jerseys to reveal #EqualPay shirts and set in motion an extraordinary
sequence of events
Suzanne Wrack
Fri 25 Oct 2019 07.08 EDT

When the chant of “equal pay” rang around the Stade de Lyon the impact of the campaign being
waged by the USA women’s national team was on display to the world on the biggest of stages.
Few, though, could have predicted the butterﬂy eﬀect in Burlington, a city in Vermont that would
need its population to grow by approximately 16,000 to match the number that packed into the
stadium to watch USA beat the Netherlands in the World Cup ﬁnal.
But when Burlington high school’s Helen Worden, part of that crowd in France, scored with three
minutes left against South Burlington on 18 October there were wild celebrations. Out of the
window went a plan to lift their jerseys to reveal the #EqualPay slogan emblazoned on shirts they
had been selling and were wearing underneath. Four whipped oﬀ their match shirts and were
booked.
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The eﬀect was electric. “It was spontaneous,” says the 16-year-old Ruby Wool. “We had scored
with three minutes left, we were so excited, our crowd was excited. The ref carded us, we kind of
knew that was going to come with the excessive celebration, but we hoped that our intent was
appropriate.”
The team have received top-down support from the school district and the high school, to match
the huge wave of support from below.
“When we got our yellow cards all the crowd started chanting ‘equal pay’,” Wool says. “It was the
same feeling [as they felt watching the World Cup]. I mean, on a smaller scale but it had the same
kind of emotion and feeling behind it.”
“We are just inspired by the way they use their platform,” adds her 14-year-old teammate Lydia
Sheeser. “They are obviously super well-known across the world and they take their fame and
success and they put it towards helping every girl. The wage gap does not just aﬀect girls in sports
it aﬀects every woman who has a job who’s not getting paid what she deserves.”

Burlington train wearing #EqualPay shirts. Photograph: Change the
Story VT

Wool, asked why high school students care about the gender pay gap, says: “We have big role
models in Megan Rapinoe and the USWNT. They are our future; we hope to be them one day. Our
futuristic thinking motivated us. We’re living in the now but want to make change for our future.”
More than 700 shirts were sold before the game and they have continued to produce and sell
them. A voluntary 16% mark-up on the price has been added for men to represent the gender pay
gap in Vermont.
“The reaction has been incredible,” says Sheeser. “Far beyond what we could have expected but
we had a lot of support from our community. They’ve rallied behind us, local college students
have been coming to our games. Senator Patrick Leahy and his wife Marcelle bought jerseys. And
recently, something that shocked us was that we had Brandi Chastain and Mia Hamm tweet about
us and then Billie Jean King did. It’s blown us away.”
Having raised more money than expected they are discussing what to do with it. “The money is
going to partially go to providing scholarships to give young girls access to soccer and we don’t
just want to donate money, we want to donate our time too,” Sheeser says. “We want to have
mentorship programmes with them.
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“Secret deodorant just told us that they are donating $15,000, which is the cost of 500 jerseys with
an added 20% representing the national wage gap, which was amazing. With these new funds
coming in we need to ﬁgure stuﬀ out but it will be completely pointed towards helping girls access
a) sports and b) trying to close the wage gap.”

The yellow card that is part of the Burlington campaign. Photograph:
Change the Story VT

For Jessica Nordhaus, a parent and part of Change the Story, an initiative tasked with enhancing
women’s economic security in the state and which has been supporting the players, the girls’
action has had a huge impact. “They’ve already sparked conversations not just about the wage
gap but how gender impacts people across all ﬁelds,” she says. “In high schools across the country
the news shots are being shown in civics classes – it’s really just so impressive.
“One of the owners of a big tech ﬁrm here in Burlington got in a conversation about his hiring
practices and whether women negotiated at the same rate men do, so we’re thrilled that these
conversations are happening.”
Could they have imagined it would take oﬀ this way? “Not at all,” says Wool. “I mean it was a little
idea we came up with at the end of practice and to think that this idea has led to this much
attention, not only nationwide but internationally? We’re just beyond excited. The team we
played yesterday had #EqualPay, painted on their legs.”
They have the small matter of a play-oﬀ quarter-ﬁnal on Saturday, but their campaigning is not
stopping. Looking to broaden the conversation and capitalise on the momentum, they are
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distributing yellow cards with shirts and have set up in the school cafeteria to encourage people to
write down what cause “they would take a yellow card for” and asking them to photograph
themselves and use the hashtag #excessivecelebration.
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